ABSTRACT Wireless multihop infrastructures (WMIs) are promising network platforms that facilitate applications, such as smart cities, emergency responses, and outdoor events. WMIs can allow coverage over large areas with low setup and maintenance overheads. However, WMIs may be susceptible to loss of network connectivity caused by node damage or energy depletion. The end-to-end reachability is essential for the WMI to provide network service to users. This paper studies the problem of network self-recovery to sustain reachability in a WMI network by utilizing autonomous mobile base stations (MBSs). It is assumed that MBS is able to move to and pause or stop at positions in the network area. An MBS could be a self-driving robotic vehicle, or vehicle driven directly or remotely by a human. The proposed MBS approach, MBS-Fit, is a distributed and packet-interaction-based mechanism that allows MBS to automatically construct new routes, assess, and adaptively respond to the fitness of pause positions, such that MBS can provide links to recover the disconnected WMIs. We adopt packet-level evaluation to study the automatic interactions of MBS with the static WMI objects. In particular, the network reachability is measured by the amount of packets successfully delivered from users to the gateway through the WMI. Simulation results reveal that the proposed MBS-Fit approach achieves up to 30% improvement of network reachability in terms of successfully packet delivery compared with the conventional MBS. MBS-Fit mechanism also enables up to 80% improvement in terms of number of packets forwarded at MBS.
I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless Multihop Infrastructure (WMI) is a collective of wireless routers that support wireless routing and multihop Internet access from users. Over the last decade, WMIs have attracted considerable attention due to their cost-effective and flexible network coverage. Applications of WMIs include smart cities, emergency response, Internet of Things (IoT) and outdoor events [1] - [3] . For example, Wi-Fi mesh networks can provide multihop wireless infrastructure, enabling flexible network coverage for the wireless Internet accesses from users as well as the access from smart objects and sinks of sensors [4] - [6] . Furthermore, on-demand construction of WMI in emergency response or ourdoor events, provides fast network formation and cost-effective network services [7] , [8] .
Meanwhile, the low cost maintenance and large coverage of WMIs are subject to the limited network resources and network un-reachability, which can be caused by node failure due to damage or energy depletion, especially in the emergency situations and off-grid locations. For example, emergency situations may cause limited network resources such as energy and information [9] , [10] . Furthermore, the failure or damage of network infrastructures, which may be caused by natural disasters, such as earthquakes and floods, will have a large impact on normal operations of cities and the daily lives of people. Consequently, cost-effective WMI networks should be resilient with respect to node failure and limited network resources.
Network reachability can be used as a basic measure of a network's ability to sustain internet access for end users. The network reachability generally refers to the proportion of packets that can traverse from one set of nodes to another [11] . In this paper, we define the WMI reachability as the condition that packets can traverse from users to backbone networks through the infrastructure nodes in a WMI network [12] . A common WMI network consists of a variety of node types which may include infrastructure nodes such as Base Stations(BSs), the Gateway(GW), and the infrastructure-less nodes of end user stations (STA). BSs form wireless multihop path between GW and STAs, so as to supports the access to the backbone networks from users. Depletion of energy at BSs causes the loss of network reachability. As the number of BSs that run out of energy increases, eventually the network will fail to provide all STAs with access to the external network.
Mobile base stations (MBSs) in this paper refer to mobile wireless routers that are combined with autonomous mobility control. Such MBS can be expected to be able to improve network reachability if they can move to locations where they can effectively contribute to multi-hop relay paths. However, in situations where resources and information are limited, it is necessary for MBS to control their location and routing in an adaptive, autonomous manner solely based on the local interaction with other BSs in the network.
Several studies of mobile node connectivity have been devoted to mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) or mobile multihop networks. These studies discussed about the node connection management in cases of network partitions, backbone constructions, as well as the consistence of group mobility [13] - [15] . In spite of these extensive discussions, little attention to date has been specially paid to the problem of network reachability in the WMI that has the resource constraint. The WMI network reachability problem studied in this paper is different to the general problem of mobile network connectivity that focuses on the connectivity of all the nodes in the network. This paper focuses on the problem of maintaining active flows at nodes with resource constraints. The MBS in WMI should perform as an alternative infrastructure node to support the connections between end users and the backbone networks [12] . This paper proposes a network self-recovery method based on the communication-and-mobility control of MBS, called MBS-Fit. It realizes a distributed and self-organizing mechanism that allows MBS to interact with various types of nodes in WMI for reorganization of network infrastructure and sustaining network reachability. MBS-Fit copes with the problem of how to select appropriate positions and pause durations in order to recover WMI in resource limited situations. To efficiently fulfill its role as a mobile support node for end-to-end traffic, MBS employs adaptive pause control, by which the pause length at the appropriate positions can be automatically adjusted. Such appropriate positions is detected by tracking the amount of STA packets flows at the pause positions, as well as utilizing energy aware routing and selective packet forwarding to ensure the MBS support is for weak BSs rather than other BSs.
We employ mathematical expressions for quantitative set-up of the proposed protocol. We also provide mathematical analyses to illustrate the basic features of utilizing MBS-Fit in WMI and verify the impact of MBS-Fit approach on improving the network reachability. We conduct packet level evaluation of the proposed approach by implementing MBS-Fit with the combination of routing protocol, mobility control scheme, and traffic monitoring scheme based on 802.11 protocol stack in ns-3 simulator. In particular, the network reachability is measured by the amount of packets that successfully traverse from users to the gateway through the multihop wireless routes in WMI infrastructure. Evaluation results reveal that the proposed MBS-Fit approach enables up to 80 percent improvement in terms of packet forwarding number at MBS, and up to 30 percent improvement of network reachability in terms of successful packet delivery.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the network model and motivation. Section III describes the proposed protocol of MBS-Fit. Section V describes the evaluation and results. Section VI introduces the related work and Section VII concludes the article.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND MOTIVATION

A. NETWORK MODEL
A WMI network can be expressed as a graph of G(V,E), in which the set of vertices V consists of infrastructure nodes such as BSs, MBS, the GW, and the infrastructure-less nodes of end users STAs. The edge set E consists of link connections among STAs, BSs, and the GW. BSs and the MBS form wireless multihop path between GW and STAs, supporting the accesses to the backbone networks from STAs. A basic example of a WMI network is shown in Fig. 1 , which depicts the basic scenario that end users connect to the backbone networks through the infrastructure nodes of WMI in a multihop manner. A BS in WMI has two functional interfaces as the access point for STA (AP-STA), and as the mesh point [4] for connections to other base stations (BS-BS interface). Similar to stationary BS, a MBS has both AP-STA and BS-BS functional interfaces. However, an MBS is also able to move, by being carried by, for example, cars, robots, human, etc.
A weak BS refers to the BS that has the following features: (1) the BS has much less energy provided than others; (2) if the BS runs out of energy, one or more STA become disconnected from the external network, because transmissions cannot reach the gateway. As shown in Fig. 1 , BS5 and BS7 are weak nodes that have energy constraint.
A weak-region is a region in which it is possible for an MBS to prevent or recover the loss of connectivity due to the failure of a weak-node. A WMI network is reachable if for every pair of GW and STA that is associated with a BS in WMI, the WMI network contains a path with end points GW and the STA as a subgraph.
B. PROBLEM AND MOTIVATIONS
This paper considers the problem of network self-recovery in WMI by autonomous MBS in a WMI that has limited network resources such as energy and information. The lack of resource and information in the emergency causes the difficulty to provide pre-deployment or pre-determined operations for MBS, and gives rise to the need for self-deploying MBS. MBS is envisioned to be able to pause at the suitable positions, at which it can allow formation of a multi-hop path that replaces the path that may be broken by the failure of a weak BS.
The possible obstacles to achieving the desired operation of MBS includes (a) The lack of network information and the guidance at MBS; (b) The lack of sufficient number of MBSs; (c) Multiple weak regions for MBS to support; (d) Diversity of user traffic distributions. Fig. 1 illustrates a general WMI network model in which a MBS can support multiple weak BSs caused by energy depletion such as BS5 and BS7 in the figure. With the limited network information, the MBS is self-deployed to the suitable positions to form new links. At different target positions, the user traffic to be forwarded may be different. MBS should adapt their behavior, such as their pause length, according to the amount of user traffic.
The reachability of the external network via the network in this paper is mainly measured by the metric of total number of successful packet deliveries from user stations to external network via the GW. This metric is utilized to measure the reachability of packet-delivery service.
We mathematically define the reachability of a STA(i) by R(i, T ) as the amount of delivered packet from STA(i) to the GW, where i is the ID of a STA, and T is a given monitor interval. The total reachability TotalR of a network is measured by the amount of packets delivered in all user-GW flows. We can write TotalR = N k=i R(i, T ), where i is the ID of a STA, and T is a given monitor interval. The goal of WMI network recovery is to maximize TotalR, while guaranteeing a minimal value of reachability for every STA, which is expressed as the condition R(i, T ) > α.
The mathematical maximization of TotalR, subject to R(i, T ) > α, for multiple STAs is still a difficult problem at this stage due to the complexity of packet flows, the randomness of mobility and packet generations, and multiple weak BSs, etc. Therefore, we reduce the problem to a system with following practical protocol capabilities and examine the correlated parameters for analyses.
(1) A MBS has autonomous motion control, and can find a location in the network to support traffic relay, without centralized control and location information; (2) A single MBS can provide support at more than one location; (3) MBS can respond to the amount of traffic flows with adaptive pauses. Based on these requirements, we need to design MBS that integrates functions of mobility control, packet forwarding and traffic monitoring for dynamic recovery of WMIs.
III. MBS-FIT MECHANISM A. OVERVIEW OF MBS-FIT MECHANISM
MBS-Fit mechanism is a packet interaction based network self-recovery mechanism, in which MBS to form new connections with other WMI components to sustain network reachability. MBS-Fit is a combination of packet routings, packet monitoring, and mobility control.
The basic idea of MBS-Fit, with respect to networking functions, is that MBS only employs local interactions with other nodes to enable global effects of network self-recovery for sustaining reachability between STAs and the GW. Therefore, MBS-Fit facilitates the network recovery, especially for networks with constraints of resource and information. The proposed protocol of MBS-Fit is on the base of an intermittent wandering motion and supports multiple recovery targets of weak BSs. During the local and packetbased interactions with other nodes, MBS autonomously reorganizes network connectivity, assesses the reachability fitness of the position at which it pauses, and responses to the fitness of pausing at the position.
The fitness of a position refers to the effectiveness of MBS serving as an alternative of weak BSs for relaying of packets from STAs to the GW during MBS pauses at the position. The fitness of a pause position in this paper is measured by the number of packets forwarded by MBS in the pause duration at the position. We have got insights from protein interactions for connection construction, such as induced fit mechanism shown in Appendix A, in which the proteins such as enzymes self-organize to enable new connections among proteins for functional binding and produce new product without relying on global information.
The proposed MBS-Fit approach, from the protocol design aspects, copes with the following requirements to the lowcost MBS that may be lack of the information of network topology, connectivity, and the basic information of weak BSs. (1) How to catch and react to, in an autonomous manner, the opportunity of being at the appropriate positions, to maintain and recover the network connection for sustaining the reachability; (2) How to quantitatively specify the fitness of a position that MBS pauses at; (3) How to adaptively respond to the position fitness accordingly in order to efficiently serve as the relay server for sustaining STA-GW network reachability.
The basic idea, with respect to the explicit protocols of communication and mobility control in MBS-Fit, is the integration of the proposed routing protocol, mobility control scheme and traffic monitoring scheme at MBS with functional compatibility. Such a integrated MBS-Fit protocol enables MBS to be adaptively and efficiently serving for the network recovery at various positions. Fig.2 shows an overview of MBS-Fit mechanism based on the basic autonomous MBS that employs mobility such as (random) way point model [16] and multihop wireless routing. The random way-point mobility allows MBS to have an intermittent wandering motion that allows it to pause in the neighborhood of all static BS nodes. The multihop wireless routing protocol is used by the MBS and the BSs to support route discovery and data delivery in the network. Based on random way-point mobility and multihop routing, MBS-Fit involves three correlated functional modules, including energy-aware proactive routing with selective packet forwarding, traffic monitoring, and mobility control. Corresponding to the protocol requirements, the main roles of the three parts of MBS-Fit to fulfill these requirements are as follows. (1) Energy-aware proactive routing with selective packet forwarding plays an essential role to enable MBS to catch the opportunity of serving for reachability recovery when MBS is in a weak region. With the proposed routing metric design, route selection automatically chooses MBS in weak region as an alternative of weak BS. (2) The traffic monitoring of STA-GW traffic in MBS-Fit enables the quantification of the fitness of a position, at which MBS is pausing. (3) Mobility control with pause extension ensures that MBS provides an adaptive response to the fitness of each position according to the number of packets forwarded at MBS for STA-GW traffic.
In the following subsections, we introduce the three components of MBS-Fit protocol in detail.
B. ENERGY-AWARE PROACTIVE ROUTING FOR SELECTIVE PACKET FORWARDING
To enable the selective packet forwarding at MBS, this paper adopts energy-aware proactive routing through utilization of a cost metric in terms of BS energy. By specifying router cost of MBS with compatibility to the router cost of static BSs, the proposed energy-aware routing enables the selective packet forwarding at MBS. We employ proactive routing not only due to its efficiency for the applications of Internet connections, but also due to the availability of periodical update of route information with route discovery and route selection. The periodical route selection provides the opportunity for MBS being selected as a router in an active route when the MBS forms new links in the network.
The proposed energy-aware proactive routing is compatible with the standard mesh protocol in IEEE 802.11 [3] , [4] , and it can be realized by modifying the Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP). We call the proposed energy-aware routing based on HWMP as E-HWMP-Fit. In this paper, we consider a proactive tree-based mesh routing protocol, with the GW acting as a root node. The root GW node periodically broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ) message to the network with a gate announcement flag. Mesh nodes reply with a Route Reply (RREP) message and forward the RREQ from the gate if the route cost (metric) is lower than that of the previously received gate RREQ [4] .
In the proposed energy-aware proactive routing, each BS[i] has a cost C BS [i] . The cost of a routes R with length L can be expressed in the form of 
where m and n are positive constant. The central question for defining the MBS cost is how to enable MBS to selectively forward packets as an alternative router of weak BSs rather than the normal BS. Let a weak BS be defined as a BS with remaining energy less than a certain value E WBS , and let C WBS be the value of cost obtained from Eqn (2) corresponding to energy E WBS . Suppose MBS is configured with a cost of C MBS .
Proposition 1: The condition of routing cost for MBS to specifically be selected as an alternative router of the WBS is
Proof: At first, for a MBS to be selected in a route as an alternative of weak BS, it requires that C MBS < C WBS [i] . Secondly, to assure that MBS is not selected as an alternative router of the BS with high energy, requires that C MBS > C BS [i] assuming there are same non-weak BSs in the route. Consequently MBS having a cost between the weak BS and the BS with high level energy as C WBS > C MBS > C BS [i] will enable the selective routing with MBS as an alternative router.
C. TRAFFIC MONITORING
Traffic monitoring allows MBS to quantitatively assess the fitness of a pause position by means of counting the number of packets forwarded for STAs to the GW in pause duration. The detail of traffic monitoring procedure is illustrated by a flowchart example in the Fig.3 . The traffic monitoring procedure starts from the time at which pause phase begins and finishes at the time at which the default pause phase ends. From the flowchart, we can see that the routing protocol and mobility model can be connected with the traffic monitoring procedure. The traffic monitoring allows MBS to keep track of routing operations of data delivery for STAs. After counting the number of forwarded packets at MBS, the result will be outputted to the mobility control module of MBS-Fit for making the explicit decision of pause extension.
D. MOBILITY CONTROL WITH PAUSE EXTENSION
The mobility of MBS involves cycles of movement and pause. Fig. 4 shows the state transition of MBS mobility. There are three states in MBS-Fit mobility: moving state, default pause state, and pause-extension state. Random waypoint mobility only has the states of moving and pause [17] . MBS-Fit originally adopts pause extension according to the packet forwarded at MBS. Given a default pause length of MBS, there will be an extension of pause if there are packets forwarded by MBS for the connection between STA and the GW. The basic form of pause and pause extension at ith round of move-pause can be expressed as
where 
where C ef is a constant called the pause extension factor. An example flowchart of MBS mobility control is shown by Fig.5 . The flowchart shows that pause extension control is based on random waypoint model but employs pause extensions based on traffic monitoring. Pause extension control is integrated with routing protocol and traffic monitoring to explicitly decide the length of pause extension. The integration of MBS pause extension and selective packet forwarding with energy aware routing enables automatically selection of MBS as a router in a weak region. 
IV. QUANTITATIVE FEATURES OF MBS-FIT
In general, it is a complex problem to precisely analyze the performance of packet flows in network with mobility infrastructure nodes, due to the large number of factors and randomness of packet generation and node mobility. Hence, here we focus on the analyses of fundamental features of MBS-Fit and the basic impact of pause extensions.
The pause time of an MBS has a significant effect on its role as a relay node in the network. In this subsection we quantify this effect. Let L 0 be a certain given duration of observation. Let v be the average speed in MBS movement between pauses, d 0 be the average distance that a MBS moves between successive pauses. Let Pw(i) and Pw respectively be the probability that MBS pauses in the region containing the weak node BS(i) and the total probability that MBS pauses in any region containing weak BSs. Suppose RW (i) is the area of the region around a weak node BS(i) in which the MBS can replace BS(i) as a route node. Then Pw(i) = Rw(i)/A, where A is the whole region in which MBS moves and pauses. If each region of weak BS(i) is different, we can write Pw = N i=1 Pw(i).
1) BASIC PAUSE SCOPE
We clarify the appropriate scope of pause length P 0 in a round of move-pause of MBS. Here we assume the pause is a constant value of P 0 . At first, we write the average duration of a move-pause round as D mp = P 0 + d 0 /v. Then, the number of move-pause rounds can be given by N mp = L 0 /D mp . Now we can estimate total pause duration D Rw at weak regions in which MBS can be an alternative of weak BSs. Let x stand for the number of pauses in weak regions, and C(N mp , x) be the binomial coefficient for the possibility of x pauses occurring in N mp pauses.
We can write the estimated total pause duration D Rw at weak regions as
On the other hand, the probability that MBS has at least one pause at one particular weak region Rw[i] can be expressed as
N mp (7) An example that shows the relation between D Rw and Prob Rw[i] (n > 0) is shown in Fig. 6 . In the example Pw[i] = 0.1 for a weak region, and Pw = 0.3 for the whole weak region, d 0 = 120, v = 12, L 0 = 1000. P 0 is a variable. From the figure, it can be seen that D Rw increases as the P 0 increases. In contrast, Prob Rw[i] (n > 0) decreases as the P 0 increases. In a situation that has a requirement on the minimums of P 0 and D Rw , the P 0 will be specified to have a limited scope. An example of the limited scope of P 0 is shown in the figure, corresponding to the requirements of P 0 > 0.6 and D Rw /300 > 0.6. 
2) EXTENSION IMPACTS
Given a certain Expause[i] that has an average length of
Expause for each pause extension in the pause extension control mechanism, the probability of pause for at least P 0 + Expause in the weak region of Rw is
Comparing with the fixed pause without extension, the probability of effective pause for at least P 0 + Expause in a weak region of Rw is
where k = 1 + Expause/P 0 .
Consequently, we can obtain the improvement of MBS serving in weak regions by utilizing pause extension as
To further illustrate the impact on continuous pause extension emergence, we show a basic example based on the comparison of the pause extension probability with the random pause. Suppose a MBS pauses at a weak region W R [i] that induced pause extension for k P 0 . Since there may be movement inside the W R [i], we can write the probability of utilizing random pause
Consequently, the improvement with regard to the occurrence of continuous pause at a weak region can be given as Fig. 7 shows the improvement ratio with regard to probability of the occurrence of continuous pause. It can be seen that the larger P w [i] of the pause at weak region, the larger the improvement ratio is. The longer continuous and suitable pause corresponds to a larger improvement ratio. 
3) ESTIMATION OF TOTAL WORKING-PAUSE DURATION
In the pause extension control mechanism, the average pause length for a round of move-pause can be expressed as
Then we get the average number of pauses as
Substituting N mpe for N mp in Eqn (8), we can get the probability that MBS has at least one pause at one weak region
N mpe (15) We can write the estimated total working-pause duration De Rw with pause extension mechanism as
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we show the evaluation results of MBS-Fit. We evaluate the performance of the proposed method MBS-Fit by packet-level network simulator 3 (ns-3) [18] . Basic components of MBS-Fit protocol, including energy aware routing, mobility control, and traffic monitoring, are implemented based on protocol stacks of IEEE 802.11s (HWMP routing, 802.11 MAC, etc) and random waypoint mobility model in accordance with the framework as shown in Fig. 2 . We first describe the simulation setup, involving WMI network scenario, protocols implemented, and measurements of performance. Then we show the numerical results of proposed approach with the comparison to other MBS approaches. In the evaluation results, we especially report the network performance with respect to reachability as well as the MBS performance with regard to its main function of packet forwarding in network recovery.
A. SIMULATION SETUP
We design evaluation scenarios of WMI network that employs multihop infrastructure, user stations, and mobile base station, as shown in Fig. 8 . There are two routes that are composed of stationary BSs. BS2 and BS6 are set to be weak BSs with low battery level. The traffic flow in each route is from STA to the GW through multiple BSs. We set a different number of STA traffic sources on each route to verify that the MBS pause control could adapt to the traffic rate. There are 3 STAs on the right side, and 1 STA on the left side. The packet generation at a STA is a poisson process, implemented as an on/off process. During the ''on'' time, about 100 packets with packet size 1024 bytes are generated. Unless otherwise stated, the parameters in the simulation are set up as shown in Table. 1.
We implement MBS-Fit and E-HWMP as extensions of random way point mobility and HWMP routing based on 802.11 protocol stack, respectively. In the evaluation, we VOLUME 4, 2016 compared the proposed MBS-Fit mechanism with conventional routing and random way point mobility model, which is the base of many 2-dimensional mobility models [15] - [17] .
Specifically, three protocols are implemented and evaluated in the evaluation.
HWMP-RWP: The proactive HWMP mesh routing with the random waypoint mobility.
E-HWMP-RWP: The energy-aware proactive routing E-HWMP with the random waypoint mobility.
E-HWMP-MBS-Fit: The proposed mechanism of MBS-Fit with E-HWMP routing.
The measurements of network performance in the evaluations include the following metrics that are associated with the network reachability.
Successful delivered packets: The number of packets successfully delivered from STAs to GW during the simulation.
The amount of forwarded packets at MBS: The number of packets forwarded by the MBS during the simulation.
Throughput: The amount of traffic in bytes delivered to the GW per second. Fig. 9a shows the number of successfully delivered packets with varying default pause length P 0 in the three evaluated protocols. The proposed E-HWMP-MBS-Fit approach has the largest number of delivered packets among the protocols. Compared with the HWMP-RWP, E-HWMP-MBS-Fit has an average 29.9 percent improvement of the number of delivered packets. Compared with the E-HWMP-RWP, E-HWMP-MBS-Fit with varying P 0 has 37.8 percent improvement in average. Fig. 9b shows the successfully delivered packets from STA1 and from STA2,3,4. There is a larger difference between STA1 and STA2,3,4 with the proposed E-HWMP-MBS-Fit approach. This is because the E-HWMP-MBS-Fit adopts the traffic adaptive pause extension. Fig. 9c shows the impact of varying pause extension factor on accumulated throughput in E-HWMP-MBS-Fit. We can observe that there is an optimal pause extension factor at 0.0005 that leads to the largest number of accumulated throughput.
B. EVALUATION RESULTS
1) PERFORMANCE OF NETWORK REACHABILITY
There are two possible reasons of higher number of successfully delivered packets with MBS-Fit in various cases of the above simulation study. One is that MBS-Fit ensures that MBS will be activated for relaying packet by routing when MBS is in a weak region, and then catch the opportunity of serving packet relaying for weak regions. The other reason is that MBS-fit allows MBS to adopt pause extension at an appropriate position, which results in an additional serving time at the position. Fig. 10 illustrates examples of network throughput performance in different MBS mechanisms. Fig. 10a shows that a WMI without MBS will have no throughput after failure of BSs in the WMI results in losing all network reachability. There is a large time difference between the first and second occurrences (at 724s and 1259s) of reachability losses that are caused by BS6 and BS2 running out of energy. Fig. 10b and Fig. 10c show the impact of utilizing MBS in the WMI network. The figures show that MBS enables the recovery of the network after the network losses all reachability with only the static BSs. The network throughput achieved using the proposed MBS-Fit mechanism shown in Fig. 10c shows a much better effect of reachability recovery compared with the MBS-RWP that adopts conventional mobility. The MBS-Fit yields the maximum total throughput with 66808832 bytes, which is much larger than the results of 30795776 bytes and 43620352 bytes of MBS-RWP and WMI without MBS, respectively.
One possible reason of the results shown in Fig. 10 is that MBS enables recovery of network reachability in case of the weak BSs running out of energy. The results of the balancing of the times with respect to losing reachability in two routes are attributed to the design of MBS-Fit function for serving multiple targets with adaptive pause extension based on the traffic status of each route. 
2) PERFORMANCE OF MBS
To examine how the MBS efficiently shares the communication tasks among BSs, we investigate the results of forwarded packets at the MBS. Fig. 11 shows the performance with regard to the number of packets forwarded at MBS in the simulation with varying pause length P 0 . Compared with the results of HWMP-RWP and E-HWMP, the average number of forwarded packets at MBS in E-HWMP-MBS-Fit with varying P 0 has 98.8 percent and 84.2 percent improvements in average, respectively, as shown in Fig. 11a. Fig. 11b illustrates the accumulated number of packets forwarded at MBS in terms of time with various default pause times P 0 . It can be seen that although MBS-Fit does not enable a larger amount of packet forwarding at the beginning period of the simulation, MBS-Fit forwards many more user packets during the total simulation period. Fig. 12 shows the total number of packets forwarded by MBS in various time scales. The time scales of evaluation include the time for BS2 to run out of energy (BS2 lifetime), the time for BS6 to run out of energy (BS6 lifetime), and the full simulation period. With the varying pause extension factor, the MBS forwards the largest number of packets with the factor of 0.0005 in the BS6 lifetime, and forwards the largest number of packets with the factor of 0.001 in the BS2 lifetime and the full network simulation duration. that MBS adaptively extends pause according to the traffic in each route, leading to the balanced maintenance of energy consumption among different routes that contain weak BSs. The possible explanation of the high recovery effect is that MBS finds the appropriate position in an autonomous manner without necessity of detecting weak BSs and MBS sustains the network in case that weak BSs run out of energy. The large part of number of packets forwarded by MBS after route lifetimes is due to the larger simulation duration compared with the route lifetimes.
VI. RELATED WORK
Reference [19] introduced a mobile router system in which mobile nodes try to automatically seek the best position in terms of link quality to play relay roles. With the measurement of link quality, spatial probing, and positioning algorithms, mobile robots help to dynamically construct network links, and reduce the manual measurement and reallocation overhead.
Connectivity maintenance among mobile nodes was studied in [14] . The target is to avoid the network partition of mobile nodes and keep the network connectivity as a whole. The proposed approach takes account of both group mobility and local connectivity information.
Efficient group mobility of autonomous ad-hoc mesh networks is introduced in [15] . The study utilizes topology adaptation of mobile mesh nodes to cope with group mobility of user clients and the possible network partitions. The research is based on the assumption that clients have a certain group mobility pattern and mesh nodes have GPS location information. The topology adaptation of network mesh nodes provides high throughput.
A number of energy-efficient routing protocols have been widely studied [20] - [23] . Route selection plays a significant role in energy efficient routing to choose energy efficient route and balance energy consumption in the networks. Route selections operate based on metrics such as the residual energy of a node, the energy consumption rate of a node, integrated metrics of total and average energy in a route, and interference impact, etc.
A mobile sink in sensor network has a function of data collection and aggregation [24] . A data carrying function with delay tolerance is introduced in [25] . Assuming the data collection in sensor network is delay tolerant, the mobile sink collects and carries sensing data so as to deliver data near the target node. This approach results in fewer hops for sensing data collection, and save energy in the network.
Data mules approach based on mobile sinks is proposed in [26] . This research discussed the optimal tour of data mules for data collection in a disconnected tree branch. Various cases including the mobile sink number, topology of sensor networks are extensively studied.
Our study is different with prior mobile node approaches in several aspects. (1) The goal of our study is to recover network to sustain reachability in a WMI with hybrid node types of of STA, GW, and BSs, with a limited number of MBSs. (2) We especially deal with the problem of self-deploying of MBS with very limited network resources such as limited energy at BSs, small number of MBSs and little guidance information for MBS. (3) The MBS-Fit approach integrates routing and mobility to automatically construct links and paths in the network for sustaining long-term network reachability.
VII. CONCLUSION
Recovery of network infrastructure is essential to sustain user communication. This paper studied efficient utilization of autonomous mobile base stations to improve the network reachability of WMI networks that have limited network information and resources. We proposed the MBS-Fit mechanism that employs MBS to provide network reachability based on dynamic and local interaction with the stationary WMI. The proposed MBS-Fit approach searches and pauses at the appropriate positions, at which network reachability may fail due to weak BS running out of energy. We made quantitative analyses and conducted packet-level simulation to examine the impact of the proposed MBS-Fit mechanism in recovering WMI networks. Evaluation results show that MBS-Fit approach has up to 30 percent improvement of successful packet delivery and up to 80 percent improvement of packet forwarding at MBS compared with conventional approaches based on random motion.
Many emerging application paradigms such as smart cities, IoT, and cloud computing, highly rely on basic communication network infrastructures that enable ubiquitous network connections. Failures or damages of network infrastructures will have a large impact on normal operations of cities and the daily lives of people. The proposed MBS-Fit approach provides a method of efficient network recovery for sustaining network reachability. MBS-Fit illustrates a novel mechanism of mobile BSs that support dynamic connectivity reorganization of wireless infrastructures, being expected to enable dependable and disaster-resilient networks. 
APPENDIX INSIGHTS FROM PROTEIN INTERACTIONS
The MBS-Fit mechanism, which aims for efficient interactions between MBS and other components in WMI (BSs, GW, and STAs), gets insights from protein interactions, especially the ''induced fit model'' for enzemy-substrate interactions [27] . An enzyme plays an essential role as a ''helper'' to achieve binding to substrates.
In analogy to the binding mechanism of enzyme and substrates, the proposed mechanism of MBS adjust its position and pause time to facilitate multihop connections between STAs and GW. Table. 2 summarizes the basic analogy of MBS-Fit to the induced fit mechanism in protein interaction. Induced fit model is a basic model to explain the molecular recognition for numerous processes in biology. It was firstly introduced with regard to the enzyme-substrate complex formation in [28] . A basic concept of induced model is illustrated in Fig.13 . An enzyme has a function of forming connection between substrates, and the enzyme speeds up chemical processes and interactions. The induced fit model describes that the shape and size of the enzyme host can adaptively change to fit to the binding with substrate guests.
